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Premium Shower Filter

PSF-1 R Replacement Filter
Installation Instructions
(PSF-1C) Chrome
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Figure C
Remove existing shower head. (Figure A)
Hold the lower filter housing, squeeze chrome filter
jacket and remove the filter by turning the shower
filter to the unlock position, then lift up. With your
hand under the filter, release your squeeze on the
chrome filter jacket to allow the filter to slide out.
This cartridge may be disposed of with your trash, as
it poses no environmental hazards. (Figure B)
Remove the new filter from the packaging and
remove the label from the top end of the cartridge.
Next slide the new filter into the chrome filter jacket.
Squeezing the chrome filter jacket, install the new
cartridge by lining up the tab located on the side of
the filter jacket to the unlock position then turn to the
left to lock the filter in place. To ensure the filter is
securely locked the tab will line up directly above the
lock icon. (Figure C)
Before re-attaching the shower head, flush and
activate the filter until water runs clear. Use cold
water for the initial flushing, see "NOTE" below for
flushing precaution. After the water has turned clear,
adjust the temperature up to a normal shower tem
perature.
NOTE: THE INITIAL FEW GALLONS OF WATER WILL CONTAIN
CARBON FINES AND MAY SOIL YOUR SHOWER STALL.

It's a good idea to place a container underneath the shower
filter to catch the first few gallons of water. This carbonized
water is great for plants and environmentally friendly. It can
be safely discarded in a plant bed or down the drain.

Pelican 1 Year Warranty: Pelican Water ("Pelican") warrants to the
end user ("customer") that its metering pump tubing, Diaphragm Feed
Or Injector Pump, POU Drinking Systems, Shower Filter, Install Kits
and flow control switches ("Covered Items") will be free from defects
in material and workmanship under normal use and service for a
period of 1 year from the date of original purchase.

NOTE: Notice that there is a slight delay in temperature
adjustment due to the volume of water in the filter; take
this delay into account when making temperature
adjustments. Make slight adjustments and wait 30
seconds for temperature change. Run water until clear
and then turn off and back on several times. Repeat this
procedure until the initial surge of water is free of
discoloration.
The Pelican PSF-1 Shower Filter should be replaced
every 6 months to ensure peak performance. If you use
the filter more than twice each day, take showers longer
than 10 minutes or your city uses surface (lake or river)
water, it is recommended that the filter be changed more
frequently. Surface water typically has higher levels of
sediment and chlorine and will exhaust the filter media
more rapidly.

For more information:

www.PelicanWater.com
Toll free: (877) 842-1635
These filters are available through our Water Shield
Auto-Ship program. No commitments, no hassles and
no contracts. Cancel anytime! For more information,
please visit pelicanwater.com/watershield.php.
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Figure C
Remove existing shower head. (Figure A)
Hold the lower filter housing and remove the filter by
turning the shower filter to the unlock position and
lift up. This cartridge may be disposed of
with your trash, as it poses no environmental
hazards. (Figure B)
Remove the new filter from the packaging and
remove the label from the top end of the cartridge.
Next install the new cartridge by lining up the tab
located on the side of the filter to the unlock position
then turn to the left to lock the filter in place. To
ensure the filter is securely locked the tab will line up
directly above the lock icon. (Figure C)
Before re-attaching the shower head, flush and
activate the filter until water runs clear. Use cold
water for the initial flushing, see "NOTE" below for
flushing precaution. After the water has turned clear,
adjust the temperature up to a normal shower tem
perature.
NOTE: THE INITIAL FEW GALLONS OF WATER WILL CONTAIN
CARBON FINES AND MAY SOIL YOUR SHOWER STALL.

It's a good idea to place a container underneath the shower
filter to catch the first few gallons of water. This carbonized
water is great for plants and environmentally friendly. It can
be safely discarded in a plant bed or down the drain.

Pelican 1 Year Warranty: Pelican Water ("Pelican") warrants to the
end user ("customer") that its metering pump tubing, Diaphragm Feed
Or Injector Pump, POU Drinking Systems, Shower Filter, Install Kits
and flow control switches ("Covered Items") will be free from defects in
material and workmanship under normal use and service for a period
of 1 year from the date of original purchase.

NOTE: Notice that there is a slight delay in temperature
adjustment due to the volume of water in the filter; take
this delay into account when making temperature
adjustments. Make slight adjustments and wait 30
seconds for temperature change. Run water until clear
and then turn off and back on several times. Repeat this
procedure until the initial surge of water is free of
discoloration.
The Pelican PSF-1 Shower Filter should be replaced
every 6 months to ensure peak performance. If you use
the filter more than twice each day, take showers longer
than 10 minutes or your city uses surface (lake or river)
water, it is recommended that the filter be changed more
frequently. Surface water typically has higher levels of
sediment and chlorine and will exhaust the filter media
more rapidly.

For more information:

www.PelicanWater.com
Toll free: (877) 842-1635
These filters are available through our Water Shield
Auto-Ship program. No commitments, no hassles and
no contracts. Cancel anytime! For more information,
please visit pelicanwater.com/watershield.php.
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